Edge Metal Update
April 16, 2015
Versico Roofing Systems is pleased to announce the addition of four new profiles to its VersiTrim perimeter edge
metal product lines. These innovative new products have been tested and certified according to the ANSI/SPRI
ES-1 Approval Standard, and feature labor-saving design upgrades that benefit contractors and building owners.
VersiTrim 2000 Extruded Drip Edge – This profile features a patented extruded aluminum anchor bar for secure
membrane termination. Its non-penetrating design eliminates the “stripping-in” and heat-welding that is typically
required for other edge designs. The fascia is manufactured in 12’ snap-on lengths that don’t require crimping and
is available in a wide variety of warranted colors and finishes.
VersiTrim Skirted Heat-Weldable TPO Drip Edge – This profile features a 6”-wide, pre-attached, factory-heatwelded TPO membrane flashing skirt, which facilitates a quicker installation and reduces labor costs.
Manufactured in 12’ lengths, this profile features pre-punched fastening holes, which are slotted to allow for
proper thermal movement of materials. This material also has Florida Building Code approval.
VersiTrim Skirted Heat-Weldable PVC Drip Edge – This profile features an 8”-wide, pre-attached, factory-heatwelded PVC membrane flashing skirt, which facilitates a quicker installation and reduces labor costs.
Manufactured in 12’ lengths, this profile features pre-punched fastening holes, which are slotted to allow for
proper thermal movement of materials. This material also has Florida Building Code approval.
VersiTrim 200 Cantilevered Coping – This system is an ideal solution for attachment to a parapet wall with a
non-structural exterior building façade. Exterior insulation finishing systems, bricks and wall panels do not allow
for traditional anchoring to the exterior building structure, but this product’s unique support brackets allow
attachment when the wood nailer is up to 6” away from the outside façade. This system is custom-fabricated to
meet specific job requirements.
Please note: Concealed splice plates and fasteners/nails will be included in the lineal foot pricing for the abovementioned profiles. Riveted and welded end caps and miters are also available as per jobsite requirements. All
purchase orders for the above-mentioned products will require the contractor or distributor to sign off on a
dimensioned order form before the order enters production.
Product data sheets, and other marketing support materials are available for download from the Verisco
Roofing Systems website. Please contact your independent sales representative or distributor with any
questions or for further information.
Sincerely,

Ken Laremore
Product Manager/Carlisle Metal Products

